SNAP Parvo Test

What to do with your SNAP® Parvo Test result

Positive result
Evidence of parvovirus infection

- Consider possible exposure of other dogs
- Perform preliminary diagnostics—complete blood count (CBC) and chemistry profile
- Consider concurrent intestinal parasite infections—perform fecal O&P with fecal antigen testing
Fecal Dx Profile—Test Code 5013

Negative result
If high suspicion remains, consider Parvovirus 2 RealPCR™ Test — Test Code 2649

Review benefits of vaccination

What to do next?

Treat

- Fluids, supportive care
- Isolation within hospital to manage spread
- Additional treatment as appropriate

Monitor

- Recheck CBC and chemistry values until normal
- Vaccinate at next annual examination

Prevent

- Discuss disease prevention strategies
- Review benefits of vaccination